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General organisation 

Claire Garland 

Institute of Physics 

76 Portland Place 

London 

W1B 1NT, UK 

Office Tel: +44 (0)20 7470 4840 

Mobile: +44 (0)7881 923 142 

E-mail: claire.garland@iop.org 

 

Registration enquiries 

E-mail: conferences@iop.org 

 

Hotel enquiries 

Winchester Hotel and Spa 

Worthy Lane 

Winchester 

Hampshire 

SO23 7AB 

 

Tel: +44 (0) 1962 709 988 

www.thewinchesterhotel.co.uk 

 

Disclaimer 

The Institute of Physics, the Winchester Hotel and Spa and their approved representatives cannot take responsibility 

for any accident, loss or damage to participants or to their property during the conference.  

mailto:claire.garland@iop.org
mailto:conferences@iop.org
http://www.thewinchesterhotel.co.uk/
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Local organising committee: 

Rob Eason, University of Southampton 

Malgosia Kaczmarek, University of Southampton 

Sakellaris Mailis, University of Southampton 

Morten Ibsen, University of Southampton 

James Wilkinson, University of Southampton 

 

UK committee members 

Michael Damzen, Imperial College London 

Andrew Scott, QinetiQ, Malvern 

Lin Zhang, University of Aston 

 

International committee 

Ali Adibi, Georgia Tech 

Dana Anderson, JILA 

Karsten Buse, Fraunhofer-Institut fur Physikalische Messtechnik IPM 

Mercedes Carrascosa Rico, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid (UAM) 

Roger Cudney, CICESE Mexico 

Mike Damzen, Imperial College London 

Cornelia Denz, Institut fur Angewandte Physik 

Dean Evans, Air Force Research Laboratory, Materials and Manufacturing Directorate 

Jack Feinberg, University of Southern California 

Jaime Frejlich, Universidade Estadual de Campinas 

P Gunter, Rainbow Photonics AG 

Lambertus Hesselink, Stanford University 

Jean-Pierre Huignard, Thales Research and Technology SA 

Mirco Imlau, Universitüt Osnabrück 

Nickolai Kukhtarev, Alabama A & M University 

Detlef Kip, Universität der Bundeswehr Hamburg 

Marvin Klein, Laser Ultrasonics Product Group 

Eckhard Kratzig, Universität Osnabrück 

Wieslaw Krolikowsky, Australian National University 

Kazuo Kuroda, University of Tokyo 

Klaus Meerholz, University of Cologne 

David Nolte, Purdue University 

Stefan Nolte, Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena 

Serguey Odoulov, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine 

Gilles Pauliat, Institut d'Optique Graduate School, Paris Tech 

Demetri Psaltis, EPFL STI-DO 

Stanislav M Shandarov, Tomsk State University of Control Systems and Radioelectronics 

Serguei Stepanov, CICESE Mexico 

Theo Tschudi, Technische Universität Darmstadt 

Ruben Ramos Garcia, INAOE 

Jingjun Xu, Nankai University 
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Venue 

The conference will be held at the Winchester Hotel and Spa, a four-star boutique-style hotel located within walking 

distance from the centre of the historic city of Winchester.  

 

The talks and posters will be held in the Crystal Room. Lunch, refreshments and evening meals with the exception of 

the conference dinner, will be held in �utton’s brassiere. The }rystal room and �utton’s brassiere are located on the 

ground floor of the hotel. For participants who have booked a residential fee, accommodation will also be in the 

hotel.  

 

 

 

Winchester Hotel and Spa 

Worthy Lane 

Winchester 

Hampshire 

SO23 7AB 

 

Tel: +44 (0) 1962 709 988 

www.thewinchesterhotel.co.uk 

 

 

The Hotel offers excellent leisure facilities with a fully equipped gym, swimming pool and sauna. The use of the 

leisure facilities is complimentary. The hotel also offers spa treatments which carry a modest charge.  The hotel 

recommends you pre-book any spa treatments prior to your arrival, for further information see 

http://www.thewinchesterhotel.co.uk/fitness_healthclub.html.  

 

Bar opening times: Monday to Sunday: 11:00-23:30. After 23:00, the bar cannot take cash so incidentals will need 

to be charged to account (see below).  

 

Health club opening times: Monday to Saturday: 06:30-22:00 and 07:30-20:30 on Sundays (please note access 

to the health club is 30 minutes before closing time).  

 

Spa opening times: Sunday and Monday: 10:00-17:00; Tuesday and Wednesday 09:00-18:00; Thursday and 

Friday 09:00-20:00 and Saturday 09:00-17:00. Treatments are available 15 minutes after the spa opens.  

 

Accommodation 

For residential participants, accommodation is included from Tuesday 3–Friday 6 September (3 nights) on a dinner, 

bed and breakfast basis at Winchester Hotel and Spa. Accommodation is on a single occupancy basis, unless 

double occupancy has been booked.   

 

Check-in is available from 14:00 on the scheduled day of arrival from the main reception. Reception is manned 24 

hours a day. On the day of departure, please vacate your room by 11:00 ensuring all personal items are removed.  

Luggage can be stored in Chaucer room 2 located on the ground floor. Please collect a label from reception as you 

will need to return this to reclaim your luggage.  

 

On arrival, the hotel will ask for a credit or debit card to take an authorisation for any extras. This will allow you to 

charge items to your room. If you do not wish to leave a credit card, please notify the hotel.  

 

In order to ensure check in to the hotel is as smooth as possible, please email conferences@iop.org confirming your 

expected arrival time at the hotel.  

 

http://www.thewinchesterhotel.co.uk/
mailto:conferences@iop.org
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During the conference, breakfast will be served in the �utton’s brassiere from 07:00-09:30. Breakfast is either 

continental or a full English breakfast with tea and coffee. If you want breakfast delivered to your room, there is a 

tray service charge of £3.50. For participants extending their stay, breakfast on Saturday and Sunday is from 

08:00-10:30. 

 

Each bedroom is air conditioned and all come with flat screen freeview TVs, high speed complimentary Wi-Fi, 

spacious work desks, refrigerator, laptop safes, and iron / ironing board. All rooms are en-suite (private bathroom 

facilities) and are either double or twin rooms (2 single beds).  

 

The hotel is generally very secure; however, we would recommend you lock your bedroom door when leaving your 

room and use the safe in the room to store personal items.  

 

If you need to book accommodation at the hotel, or wish to extend your stay, please email claire.garland@iop.org.  

 

 
Classic bedroom 

 
Health club 

 
Hotel lounge 

 

 

Internet access 

Complimentary WiFi is available throughout the hotel. To access the internet, simply open your browser and you will 

connect to the hotels home page.  

 

Storage 

Items can be left in Chaucer Room 2 at the owner’s risk.  

 

Meeting room 

A meeting room is available for use throughout the conference, on request. If you require a meeting space, please 

email claire.garland@iop.org. The room is Chaucer 1 and it will be set as boardroom style for 15 persons.  

 

Registration 

Registration will take place in the lounge area during the following hours:- 

 

Date Time 

Tuesday 3 September 15:00-18:00 

Wednesday 4 September 08:00-18:00 

Thursday 5 September 08:30-18:00 

Friday 6 September 09:00-14:00 

  

Please note that during lunch times the registration desk may be unmanned for a short period of time.  

 

On arrival, each participant will receive a delegate bag containing a pen, pad, a programme and a badge as well as 

a copy of the abstract book. Please wear your badge at all times because this will help with security and enable you 

to identify your fellow participants. Replacement badges can be issued at the registration desk.  

 

mailto:claire.garland@iop.org
mailto:claire.garland@iop.org
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On your departure, please return your badge to the registration desk so it can be recycled.  

 

Messages 

A message board will be placed near the registration desk. Participants should check the board for messages as an 

attempt to locate participants will only be made in the case of an emergency. During registration times, messages 

can be left by emailing conferences@iop.org or by telephone on +44 (0)7781 923 142. Outside of registration 

times, please call the hotel switchboard on +44 (0)1962 709 988 or e-mail info@thewinchesterhotel.co.uk. You 

can also fax on +44 (0)1962 840 862. Residential participants are advised to use their own mobile phones to 

make and receive calls.  

 

Catering 

All catering, except breakfast for non-residential participants, is included in the registration fee and will be served at 

set times during the programme. Refreshments and lunch will be served in the lounge area and �utton’s brassiere. 

The conference dinner will be held off-site at Avington Park and further information can be found on page 7.  

 

Tuesday 3 September Time Location 

Reception  16:00-18:00  Lounge area 

Buffet 18:00-20:00 �utton’s brassiere 

 

Wednesday 4 September Time Location 

Breakfast* 07:00-09:30 �utton’s brassiere 

Refreshment break 11:00-11:30 Lounge area 

Lunch 13:05-14:30 �utton’s brassiere 

Refreshment break 16:05-16:35 Lounge area 

Dinner 18:30 �utton’s brassiere 

 

Thursday 5 September Time Location 

Breakfast* 07:00-09:30 �utton’s brassiere 

Refreshment break 11:05-11:35 Lounge area 

Lunch 12:50-14:30 �utton’s brassiere 

Refreshment break 16:00-16:30 Lounge area 

BBQ 20:00-22:30 Avington Park 

 

Friday 6 September Time Location 

Breakfast* 07:00-09:30 �utton’s brassiere 

Refreshment break 11:00-11:30 Lounge area 

Lunch 13:15-14:00 �utton’s brassiere 

 

*breakfast is for residential participants only.  

 

There will also be coffee available 15 minutes before the beginning of each session for participants to take into the 

Crystal Room.  

 

mailto:conferences@iop.org
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Dietary requirements 

Participants with special dietary requirements are asked to notify the conference office by e-mail prior to their arrival 

if they have not already done so when registering.  Those with special dietary requirements other than vegetarian are 

asked to make themselves known to the catering team.  It will not be possible to provide an alternative menu unless 

prior notification has been received. 

 

Social programme 

Tuesday 3 September 

An informal drinks reception with canapés will be held in the lounge area from 16:00. From 18:00, a buffet will be 

served in �utton’s brassiere.  

 

Wednesday 4 September 

~inner will be served in �utton’s brassiere at 18:30 and includes one glass of either red or white wine or a soft 

drink. A cash bar will be available to purchase additional drinks.  The menu for the buffet can be found online.  

 

Thursday 5 September 2013 

 

Avington Park 

Winchester 

Hampshire 

SO21 1DB 

www.avingtonpark.co.uk/ 

 

A reception and barbecue will be held at Avington Park, a sixteenth century Georgian Manor. The evening will consist 

of a pimms reception, followed by an informal barbecue on the lawn. In case of inclement weather, participants will 

be able to sit in the conservatory.   

 

Buses will depart from outside the hotel at 19:00 and the journey time is approximately 15 minutes. The barbecue 

will be served from approximately 20:00. Buses will collect participants from Avington Park at 20:30 and return to 

the hotel. The coach company is Momentum Coaches.  

 

Avington Park is one of the houses shown on Meridian TV in Great Country Houses during this summer, starred as 

Quentcham Hall in the BBC television drama Daniel Deronda and was featured in the X-Factor in the autumn of 

2006.  

 

For further information on Avington Park, including its history, visit the website at http://www.avingtonpark.co.uk/.  

 

Friday 6 September 2013 

A guided tour of Winchester will be held after the conference on Friday 6 September. A guide will collect participants 

from the hotel at 14:20. The tour will last approximately 90-120 minutes. An itinerary will be included in the packs 

for those participants who have pre-booked the tour. Places are still available and cost £10 per person. To book, 

email claire.garland@iop.org.  

 

Information for presenters 

Speakers are able to send their final presentation as a PDF or PowerPoint file prior to the conference by e-mail to 

claire.garland@iop.org. Please bring a back-up copy on a CD or USB memory stick.  

If you are unable to send your presentation prior to the conference, please bring it with you on a USB memory stick. 

You should save the presentation into the appropriate pre-named session folders on the desktop of the house 

computer and files should be saved by surname and initial.  

 

http://www.avingtonpark.co.uk/
mailto:claire.garland@iop.org
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To optimise compatibility, particularly for the inclusion of multimedia components, PowerPoint presentations should 

have been saved using PowerPoint’s “Package for }~” facility. ~irect connection of personal laptops (with set-up in 

the break prior to the corresponding session) is an acceptable but not preferred alternative.  If presenting from a 

Macintosh computer, please bring a VGA cable with you.  

 

The meeting space is reasonably large so speakers should use a minimum 15-point font size in PowerPoint slides to 

ensure legibility. Presenters are asked to prepare their talks to match the allocated times which will be rigidly 

enforced by session chairs.   

 

Poster Presenter information 

You can mount your poster from 08:00 on Wednesday 4 September. The poster session will take place on Thursday 

5 September at 16:30. Posters must not be larger than A1 in size.  The posters board are portrait format. If your 

poster does not fit within these dimensions, we cannot guarantee it will be displayed. Fixing material will be 

provided to mount your poster. All posters must be removed on Friday 6 September by 14:00.  Although organisers 

will endeavour to save poster material, no guarantee can be made for posters not removed by this time. 

 

Travel 

The Winchester Hotel and Spa is located just a few minutes’ walk from the centre of the historic City of Winchester 

and just a stone's throw from Winchester Station (approximately 1 hour train journey to London Waterloo Station). 

A location map for the hotel can be found online at http://thewinchesterhotel.co.uk/location 

By air - from London airports 

Winchester is just 15 minutes by road or rail from Southampton Airport (see http://www.southamptonairport.com/). 

London Heathrow is 50 miles away and London Gatwick 72 miles away. Southampton airport serves nearly 50 

destinations in the UK and Europe, while Heathrow and Gatwick are served by nearly every major international 

airline.  

 

By train 

Winchester is just under an hour by direct train from London Waterloo and is easily and quickly accessible from the 

following destinations:  

Basingstoke: 20 minutes 

Birmingham: 2hours 20 minutes 

Southampton: 20 minutes 

Poole: 1 hour 5 minutes 

Bournemouth: 50 minutes 

Portsmouth: 1 hour 

Brockenhurst (for New Forest): 30 minutes 

For information contact National Rail Enquiries (tel: +44 (0)8457 484950). 

The hotel is located a 5 minute walk from Winchester Station and you can see the route online at 

http://goo.gl/maps/tLyYY. You can also find a map at the back of this document.   

 

By coach 

There are regular coach services from London, Heathrow and Oxford. The coach stop is in the heart of the city. For 

further information, visit http://www.nationalexpress.com/ 

http://thewinchesterhotel.co.uk/location
http://www.nationalrail.co.uk/
http://goo.gl/maps/tLyYY
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By car 

Winchester is conveniently located just off Junction 9 and 10 of the M3 Motorway. It is also accessible via the A34 

from Newbury and Oxford. 

 

You can plan your route online using one of the free route planners - examples are The AA or The RAC. The post code 

is SO23 7AB.  

 

Parking 

The hotel benefits from 60 complimentary parking spaces allocated on a first-come first-served basis. Please note 

there is a pay and display car park at the front of the hotel. The hotel’s car park is located at the back of the hotel, 

through a barrier.  You will be given the code from reception on your departure.  

 

Ferry 

Winchester is a 40-minute drive from Portsmouth's ferry port, Britain's best-connected port with easy access to 

most routes to France, Spain and the Channel Islands.  

 

If you need any assistance planning your journey to the conference, please email claire.garland@iop.org.  

Visas 

Citizens of the European Union do not need a visa to enter Britain. If you are from any other country, find out about 

visa requirements before you travel by visiting http://ukvisas.gov.uk. 

 

Safety information 

Emergency evacuation procedures 

If the fire alarms sound, please make your way out of the nearest fire exit and make your way to the fire assembly 

point. This is located to the far left of the hotel by the fence (there is a green assembly point). Please wait for further 

instructions. Do not return to the hotel until instructed. 

Emergency services 

Dial 999 for police, ambulance and fire.  

First Aid 

If you fall ill or injure yourself during the conference, please report the incident to the registration desk or a member 

of the hotel staff who will call a trained first-aider. In case of serious injury, paramedics will be called. If you need to 

call an ambulance, the number from any phone is 999.  

 

Smoking 

In accordance with government legislation smoking is not permitted in any building. 

 

Behavior and conduct 

The Institute of Physics and Winchester Hotel and Spa reserve the right to charge in full for loss or damage to the 

hotel. 

 
General 

Local taxi numbers 

Wessex Cars +44 (0)1962 877 749 

http://www.theaa.com/route-planner/index.jsp
http://www.rac.co.uk/route-planner/
mailto:claire.garland@iop.org
http://ukvisas.gov.uk/
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Travelling by taxi or minicab is generally very safe, but it is important to take sensible precautions, like making sure 

the vehicle is licensed.  

 

Cash dispensers 

The nearest cash dispensers can be found behind the hotel in the Tesco garage.  

Britain's currency - pound sterling (£) - see www.xe.com for currency converters. There are cash machines 

throughout Winchester and major credit cards are accepted. 

Value Added Tax (VAT) - is charged on all purchases currently at a rate of 20%, people travelling to the UK on 

business may be entitled to reclaim the tax charged on event expenses. 

Electricity 

British electrical standards are 50Hz 230 volts, so some North American and European electrical devices may 

require converters; all will require plug adaptors. 

Complaints 

We hope that your time at the conference is enjoyable. However, should you encounter any problems during your 

stay, please report them to the conference registration desk as soon as possible. The conference team will make 

every effort to rectify the issue as soon as possible. 

 

Attractions 

For participants arriving to Winchester early, or staying after the conference, there are lots to see and do. Below are 

just some of the options in the city centre.  

 

For further information, visit the tourist board at http://www.visitwinchester.co.uk/site/things-to-do     

 

 Winchester Cathedral - A place of worship for over 900 years, Winchester's world-famous cathedral is as 

remarkable for its hidden treasures - Anthony Gormley's Sound II, the Winchester Bible and Jane Austen's 

tomb, as it is for its spectacular architecture. 

 The Great Hall and King Arthur's Round Table - Winchester is famous for its legendary Arthurian Round 

table, a striking sight well worth visiting in The Great Hall - the only remaining part of Winchester Castle. 

 Winchester College - Believed to be the oldest continuously running school in the country, Winchester 

College boasts some illustrious alumni including Douglas Jardine, Lord Howe and Anthony Trollope. 

 City Museum - Uncover Winchester's past at the family-friendly City Museum. 

 The Westgate - A fortified medieval gateway which served as a debtors' prison for 150 years. Read 

prisoners' graffiti, see the interesting collection of weights and measures and take in splendid rooftop views 

across Winchester. 

 The City Mill - Perched over the fast-flowing River Itchen, Winchester City Mill has regular milling 

demonstrations, children's quizzes and an interactive exhibition. 

 Winchester's Military Museums - Home to one of the most sizeable collections of regimental history outside 

London in the form of five museums. 

 St Cross Hospital - Admire medieval architecture and take part in a 900-year-old tradition as you receive 

the Wayferer's Dole. 

 Abbey House and Gardens - Next to the newly refurbished Guildhall is Abbey House, the mayor's official 

residence. On the site of a nunnaminster founded by King Alfred's wife, Queen Ealhswith, the adjoining 

gardens are a riot of colour in the summer. 

 Wolvesey Castle - Visit the extensive ruins of Winchester's medieval Bishop's Palace. 

 Winchester Discovery Centre - Winchester's modern library with exhibitions and a cafe. 

http://www.xe.com/
http://www.visitwinchester.co.uk/site/things-to-do
http://www.visitwinchester.co.uk/site/things-to-do/p_44611
http://www.visitwinchester.co.uk/site/things-to-do/p_77861
http://www.visitwinchester.co.uk/site/things-to-do/p_3401
http://www.visitwinchester.co.uk/site/things-to-do/p_10531
http://www.visitwinchester.co.uk/site/things-to-do/p_15701
http://www.visitwinchester.co.uk/site/things-to-do/p_16731
http://www.visitwinchester.co.uk/site/things-to-do/p_41
http://www.visitwinchester.co.uk/site/things-to-do/p_16241
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/
http://www.visitwinchester.co.uk/site/things-to-do/winchester-discovery-centre-p895881
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 Winchester Theatre Royal - The theatre provides a varied professional programme of drama, dance, 

comedy, music and children's theatre and enjoys a reputation for first class Christmas pantomime. 

 

 

http://www.visitwinchester.co.uk/site/things-to-do/theatre-royal-p394291
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Programme 
 

Tuesday 3 September 2013 

 

15:00 Registration (lounge area) 

 

16:00 Reception (lounge area) 

 

20:00 Buffet (�utton’s brassiere) 
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Wednesday 4 September 2013 

  

Location: Crystal Room  

Chair: R Eason, University of Southampton, UK 

 

08:45 Welcome 

 

09:00 (Keynote) Photorefractives in the era of digital holography 

 D Psaltis, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland   

     

 Session 1: Optical modulation, storage and switching 

 

09:45 (invited) Surface-driven, light-activated modulation and coupling in integrated polymer-liquid crystal 

systems 

� ~’{lessandro, University of Southampton, U� 

 

10:15 Analysis of the system performance of the temporally coded collinear holographic memory 

T Shimura, The University of Tokyo, Japan 

 

10:30 Chalcogenide phase-change metamaterials for all-optical, high-contrast switching in a fraction of a 

wavelength 

J Maddock, University of Southampton, UK 

 

10:45 Hybrid, photorefractive liquid crystal cells using a bistriarylamine-based photorefractive polymer 

M Proctor, University of Southampton, UK 

 

11:00 Coffee (lounge area)  

 

 Session 2: Interferometry, Slow light and Holography 

Chair: to be confirmed 

 

11:30 (invited) Self-adaptive holography in liquid crystals light-vales 

S Residori, �N�N, Universitė de Nice-Sophia-Antipolis, CNRS, France 

 

12:00 Curved transflective holographic screens for head mounted display 

 C Moser, EPFL, Switzerland 

 

12:15 Flexoelectric contribution to the photorefractive response 

 S Shandarov, State University of Control Systems and Radioelectronics, Russian Federation  

 

12:30 Imaging through multimode fibers using digital phase conjugation 

S Farahi, EPFL, Switzerland 

 

12:50 Effect of coupling strength on pulse delay using backward wave four-wave mixing on shifted gratings 

K Shcherbin, Institute of Physics, National Academy of Sciences, Ukraine 

 

13:05 Lunch (�utton’s brassiere)  
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Location: Crystal room 

Session 3: Hybrid/ organic nanomaterials   

Chair: to be confirmed 

 

14:30 Talk to be announced  

 

15:00 The effect of the size and functionalization of gold nanoparticles on the non- linearity of hybrid 

photorefractive cells 

A Acreman, University of Southampton, UK 

 

15:15 Optically addressed spatial Light modulators based on Zinc Oxide nanoparticles 

P Shrestha, University of Cambridge, UK 

 

15:30 New fullerene derivative sensitizer improving the PR performance of TPD-based polymer in the NIR 

A Epp, University of Cologne, Germany 

 

15:50 Photorefractive effect and two beam energy exchange in hybrid cholesteric cells 

I Pinkevych, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Ukraine 

 

16:05 Coffee Break (lounge area) 

 

 Session 4: LiNbO3: mechanisms and fundamentals             

Chair: S Mailis, University of Southampton, UK 

 

16:35 (invited) Lithium niobate: What is the transparency limit?  

K Buse, Fraunhofer-Institut fur Physikalische Messtechnik IPM, Germany 

 

17:05 The ultraviolet photorefraction in Sn doped lithium niobate crystals 

X Ge, Nankai University, China 

 

17:20 Time – dependent shift of the Raman frequencies induced by photorefractive effect in Fe – doped Lithium 

Niobate 

M Bazzan, Padua University, Italy 

 

17:35 The photorefractive properties of high-valent ions doped lithium niobate crystals 

Y Kong, Nankai University, China 

 

17.50 Excitation of hidden photoactive electrons in MgO-doped lithium niobate crystals 

N Waasem, Fraunhofer Institute for Physical Measurement Techniques IPM, Germany 

 

18:05 Close of session 

 

18:30 Dinner (�utton’s brassiere) 

 

20:30 Industrial session 

Location: Crystal room 

Chair: A Lohmann, KTN 

 JP Huignard, P Smith, M Damzen and C Moser 
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Thursday 5 September 2013 

 

 Location: Crystal room 

Chair: M Kaczmarek, University of Southampton, UK 

 

09:00 (Keynote) Light behind bars – guiding light in complex photorefractive photonic lattices  

C Denz, Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster, Germany  

 

Session 5: LiNbO3 applications  

Chair: to be confirmed 

 

09:45 Characterization of MgO-doped lithium niobate whispering gallery resonators 

 M Leidinger, University of Freiburg – IMTEK, Germany 

 

10:00 Refractive index changes in lithium niobate crystal upon irradiation with alphas and their light-weighted 

colleagues 

K Peithmann, Helmholtz-Institut für Strahlen- und Kernphysik, Universität Bonn, Germany 

 

10:15 Opto-electronic tweezers based on reduced lithium niobate 

M Esseling, University of Muenster, Germany 

 

10:30 Analysis of particle trapping and patterning via dielectrophoretic forces in photovoltaic substrates 

M Carrascosa, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, Spain 

 

10:45 Tunable waveguide bragg gratings in Lithium Niobate by direct femtosecond laser writing 

S Kroesen, University of Muenster, Institute of Applied Physics and Center for Nonlinear Science, Germany 

 

11:05 Coffee (lounge area) 

 

 Session 6: Nonlinear interactions (solitons and photonic structures)  

Chair: C Denz, Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster, Germany 

 

11:35 Infrared to deep red conversion using aperiodically poled lithium niobate crystal 

 R Cudney, CICESE, Mexico 

 

11:50 Nonlinear beam splitter based on second-harmonic generation by femtosecond laser-induced phase 

gratings in Lithium Niobate 

J Imbrock, University of Münster, Germany 

 

12:05 Nonlinear interactions of fs-laser pulses with small polarons in LiNb03 

M Imlau, Osnabrück University, Germany 

 

12:20 Soliton dynamics in photonic potential structures 

M Boguslawski, University of Münster, Germany 

 

12:35 Anderson localization in randomized two-dimensional photonic structures 

M Boguslawski, Institute of Applied Physics, University of Münster, Germany 

 

12:50 Lunch (�utton’s brassiere) 
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Location: Crystal room 

Session 7: Ferroelectric structures and applications                              

Chair: R Cudney, CICESE, Mexico 

 

14:30 (invited) Investigation of ferroelectics by means of scanning force microscopy 

E Soergel, University of Bonn, Germany 

 

15:00 The study of light assisted poling in Mg-doped LiNbO3 

H Liu, Nankai University, China 

 

15:15 UV laser-induced poling inhibition in proton exchanged optical waveguides in Lithium Niobate 

S Mailis, University of Southampton, UK 

 

15:30 Čerenkov-type second-harmonic spectroscopy of nonlinear photonic structures 

J Imbrock, University of Münster, Germany 

 

15:45 Compact ferroelectric crystal accelerator-undulator based on fringing E-field super lattice 

N Kukhtarev, Alabama A&M University, USA 

 

16:00 Coffee Break (lounge area) 

 

16:30 Poster session (Crystal room) 

 

19:00 Buses Depart for Avington Park 

 

20:00 BBQ 
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Friday 6 September 2013 

 

 Location: Crystal room 

Session 8: Wave mixing, waveguides and photoinduced gratings  

Chair: A Scott, QinetiQ, UK 

 

09:30 (invited) Manipulation of optical topological charges via atomic coherence gratings in Pr3+:YSO crystal 

based on electromagnetically induced transparency effect 

G Zhang, Nankai University, China 

 

10:00 Optical phase conjugation in gain medium (Nd:YVO4) - Detection of acousto-optic signal in thick scattering 

media 

B Jayet, Institut Langevin, France 

 

10:15 Holographic recording in photorefractive Bi2TeO5 crystals 

J Frejlich, UNICAMP, Brazil 

 

10:30 Beam coupling in dye-doped chiral liquid crystals 

S Residori, INLN, University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis, CNRS, France 

 

10:45 Hole-electron grating competition in photorefractive polymers: Dependence on applied bias fields 

P Banerjee, University of Dayton and US Air Force Labs, USA 

11:00 Coffee Break (lounge area) 

 

11:30 (invited) Femtosecond pulse written fibre gratings: tailoring multi-mode reflection 

J U Thomas, Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena, Germany  

 

12:00 Demonstration of EIT functionalities and Autler-Townes effect with photoinduced waveguides 

V Coda, Laboratory LMOPS - University of Lorraine, France 

 

12:15 Raman-DFB fibre laser enabled FWM in passive optical fibres 

J Shi, University of Southampton, UK 

12:30 Organic quasi-phase-matched structures for THz generation 

M Zgonik, Stefan Institute, Slovenia 

12:45 Closing remarks 

 

13:15 Lunch (�utton’s brassiere) 

 

14:20 Walking tour of Winchester (pre-booking is required) 
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Poster programme  

 

(Thursday 5 September, 16:30 in the Crystal room)  

 

P.01 Two-photon induced photorefraction in cationic ring opening polymerization holographic material  

I Steinberg, Institute of Automation and Electrometry, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Science, 

Russia 

 

P.02 Nonlinear holographic interferometry for acoustic wave detection 

U Bortolozzo, INLN, University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis, CNRS, France 

 

P.03 Measuring diffraction efficiency by diffracted beam chopping in photorefractive holograms recorded in 

undoped Bi12TiO20 at 1064 nm under applied electric field 

A Moura, Universidade Federal de Alagoas – UFAL, Brazil 

 

P.04 Particle trapping and patterning on the surface of LiNbO3 waveguides 

M Jubera, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain 

 

P.05 Second harmonic generation in lithium niobate waveguides produced by swift-heavy ion irradiation 

M Jubera, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain 

 

P.06 Second-harmonic generation via nonlinear diffraction at linear volume phase gratings in Lithium Niobate  

 J Imbrock, University of Münster, Germany 

 

P.07 Photovoltaic trapping of micro- and nanoparticles on lithium niobate surfaces illuminated by arbitrary light 

intensity patterns  

 C Arregui, Universidad Politecnica de Madrid, Spain 

 

P.08 Propagation losses by tunnelling in barrier optical waveguides  

 A Alcazar, Universidad Politecnica de Madrid, Spain 

 

P.09 Polaron-based microscopic interpretation of the bulk photovoltaic effect in LiNbO3:Fe  

 M Imlau, Osnabrück University, Germany 

 

P.10 Very high stability and improved photorefractive properties of LiNbO3: Ru:Fe single crystals by using post 

thermal treatments  

 J Murillo, Centro de Investigacion en Materiales Avanzados S.C. (CIMAV), Mexico 

 
P.11 LiNbO3 nanocrystals synthesized by aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition method  

 J Murillo, Centro de Investigacion en Materiales Avanzados S.C. (CIMAV), Mexico 

 

P.12 Local photorefractive characterization of Fe-doped lithium niobate crystals by means of micro – holograms 

A Zaltron, Università di Padova - Dipartimento di Fisica e Astronomia, Italy 

 

P.13 Low temperature behaviour of photorefractive effect in Fe – doped LiNbO3  

 M Bazzan, Università di Padova 

 

P.14 The photorefractive characteristics of bismuth-oxide doped lithium niobate crystals 

 D Zheng, Nankai University, China 
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P.15 Terahertz optical near-field switching in heterogeneous graphene ribbon pairs 

W Cai, Nankai University, China 

 

P.16 Optical properties of recycled irradiated high density polyethylene at terahertz frequencies  

 T Gavenda, Faculty of Applied Informatics, Tomas Bata University in Zlin, Czech Republic 

 

P.17 Vegetable oils as immersion liquids at terahertz frequencies 

 T Gavenda, Faculty of Applied Informatics, Tomas Bata University in Zlin, Czech Republic 

 

P.18 Carbon nanotubes for absorbing of terahertz radiation 

 T Gavenda, Faculty of Applied Informatics, Tomas Bata University in Zlin, Czech Republic 

 

P.19 Valence intersubband excitations coupled with TE-mode polarized THz radiations 

 I A Faragai, Sheffield Hallam University, UK 

 

P.20 Experimental determination of effective electrooptic coeffcient and electric screening field factor in the 

Bi12TiO20 crystal by using an oblique incidence setup 

 A Moura, Universidade Federal de Alagoas – UFAL, Brazil 

 

P.21 Triphenylamine-based photorefractive devices for dynamic hologram 

 S Tsujimura, Kyoto Institute of Technology, Japan 

 

P.22 Pattern-based optical memory system in rubidium vapour 

 N Korneev, Instituto Nacional de Astrofísica, Óptica y Electrónica, Mexico 

 

P.23 Tin hypothiodiphosphate: grating recording in the sub-100 fs time domain 

 A Shumelyuk, Institute of Physics, National Academy of Sciences, Ukraine 

 

P.24 Secondary photorefractive centers in Sn2P2S6 :Sb crystals 

 A Shumelyuk, Institute of Physics, National Academy of Sciences, Ukraine 

 

P.25 Electrically controlled dynamic energy transfer in pure liquid crystal cells 

 A Shumelyuk, Institute of Physics, National Academy of Sciences, Ukraine 

 

P.26 Photosensitive silicone polymers based on molecular [Ru(bpy)2OSO]PF6 compounds 

M Imlau, Osnabrück University, Germany 

 

P.27 Spin texture in nonlinear polarization optics 

 H Kuratsuji, Ritsumeikan University, Japan 

 

P.28 Coherent and incoherent light propagation in acetylene filled hollow core photonic crystal fiber 

 M Ocegueda, CICESE, Mexico 

 

P.29 Miniaturization of electro-optic Fresnel zone plates made from ring-shaped 180° domains 

 R Cudney, CICESE, Mexico 

 

P.30 Interferometric studies of propagation constants and refractive index changes in photoinduced waveguides 

 M Alonzo, Laboratory LMOPS – University of Lorraine, France 
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P.31 Photorefractive polymer composites with new nonlinear optical chromophores for holographic record 

� ~ědič, }zech Technical University in Prague, �aculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical �ngineering, }zech 

Republic 

 

P.32 Direct writing of diffractive elements in photorefractive waveguides by focused optical beams 

 M Bazzan, Università di Padova, Italy 

 

P.33 Compositional dependence of reversible photodarkening in Ga:La:S and Ga:La:S:O glasses 

 P Bastock, Optoelectronics Research Centre, UK 

 

P.34 Orientation dependence of diffraction efficiency of mixed holograms in BTO 

 S M Shandarov, State University of Control Systems and Radioelectronics, Russia 

 

P.35 Locating High sensitivity window in Brillouin mutually modulated cross gain modulation sensing 

F Gao, The MOE Key Laboratory of Weak-Light Nonlinear Photonics, TEDA Applied Physics School and 

School of Physics, Nankai University, China 

 

P.36 Improved temporal adaptability of two-wave mixing interferometer with CdTe:Ge using temperature control 

 K Shcherbin, Institute of Physics, National Academy of Sciences, Ukraine 

 

P.37 Axial fractal structure of the photoEMF signal induced by a vibrating Ronchi grating 

 P Rodriguez-Montero, INAOE, Mexico 

 

P.38 Resonance running hologram velocity nonlinearity dependence upon light intensity in photorefractive 

crystals 

 I de Oliveira, Faculdade de Tecnologia/UNICAMP, Brazil 

 

P.39 Acceleration of light pulses with photorefractive beam fanning 

 A Grabar, Uzhgorod University, Ukraine 

 

P.40 Slow/fast 1550nm light propagation in closed loop configuration controlled by saturation of erbium doped 

fiber 

 A Shlyagina, Centro de Investigación Científica y de Educación Superior de Ensenada, Mexico 

 

P.41 Temperature Dependence of the Photoconductivity in Fe:LiNbO3 and its Small Polaron-based 

Interpretation  

L Guilbert, Université Lorraine, France 

 

P.42 Non-steady-state photoelectromotive force in an AlN crystal 

I Sokolov, A. F. Ioffe Physical Technical Institute, Russia 

 

P.43 Self-deflection of optical beams in semiconductors with hot-electron effect 

A Ziolkowski, West Pomeranian University of Technology, Poland 

 

P.44 Optical characterization of AlGaN waveguides for quasi phase-matched nonlinear optics 

M Rigler, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia 

 

P.45 A 1550nm optical link exploting the two lambda method in PR crystals 

 { �omez ~iaz, ~ O’|rien, University of Oxford, UK 
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